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Before we get started
Foreword
Despite COVID and BREXIT, this remains a very exciting - albeit challenging time for the European technology venture capital ecosystem.

For fund managers and investors alike, there is very little information in the public

domain on best practice, preferred terms and practical advice on raising a VC

fund. Our goal in writing this report is to reduce barriers for VC fund managers,
but also show Limited Partners how their peers are exploring investing into
European Venture Capital funds. We hope that this report is a first step towards

making the ecosystem more transparent and shedding some light on the
mechanics of this exciting and growing space.

Heading into 2020, there was cause for optimism within the European VC
Ecosystem. While American investment slowed, European VC deal value in 2019

recorded a record-breaking high as deal sizes swelled across the continent, with
over 110 billion Euros being invested in European startups, across 48 countries, in
the last five years¹.

We would like to thank all our survey respondents and distribution partners
without whom this report would not have been possible.
Jonathan Hollis

Managing Partner, Mountside Ventures
Lomax Ward,

Managing Partner, Luminous Ventures; Co-founder, ALLOCATE
Andrew J Scott

Managing Partner, 7percent Ventures; Co-founder, ALLOCATE

¹ Pitchbook
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Executive summary
This report is based on detailed data collected
from 63 Limited Partners (LPs) globally who

invest in, or are interested in investing in,
European Venture Capital (VC) funds.

LPs' appetite to invest in a
particular VC is driven by,
in order of importance:
1

Collectively, our LP respondents met with
over 2,000 prospective VCs in the last 12

months. Over the last 3 years, they invested
in 360 VCs.
European

taxpayers

(via

government

Financial Returns
2

backed LPs) are responsible for a large
proportion of VC investing.

Building relationships takes time: just 20% of
LPs had invested in a fund they'd known for

less than a year. Over 70% wanted to meet

Diversification
3

VCs as early on in their fundraising journey
as possible.

90% of LPs were willing to take a risk with

emerging fund managers, now or in the
future. Over 80% had already invested in
them, with half as their biggest investor.

Option to deploy capital
into later rounds
4

65% of LPs were interested in alternatives to
investing solely in VC funds to get exposure

to this asset class, such as investing directly
into companies, investing in fund-of-funds
and secondaries.

The most common blockers to funding VCs

Contributing to the
venture ecosystem
5

were geography, fund size, ESG and sectors.

43% of institutions or fund-of-funds said

COVID has accelerated their deployment
into VC, while family offices said it had
slowed their deployment.

Market
intelligence

Overall, only 20% of respondents said COVID
had slowed their investment activities.

5

To download the rest of
the report, visit:
www.capitalbehindventure.com

